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Band: Stormcast (CY) 

Genre: Atmospheric Black Metal 

Label: Pitch Black Records 

Albumtitle: Frame Of Mind 

Duration: 43:01 

Releasedate: 08.12.2014 

 

Hitherto, I did not necessarily relate atmospheric Black Metal with the little, sunny Cyprus. Stormcast want to change 

this attitude, and with their debut "Frame Of Mind" they are absolutely successful in doing so. The band, who just 

released two demos since their founding in 2007, had enough time to devise its firstling, and this can be heard very 

quick. 

 

After a short orchestral prelude that one almost could describe as cineastic, the quintet dashes forward with firing 

Death Metal. With the opening song "The Executioner", but also within many other songs, one could assume a 

certain Greek or Middle-Eastern touch, even though I have to leave the question, from what this stems from, 

unanswered. Maybe it is because of the discreet keyboard patterns behind these fast guitar attacks, which reminds 

me of Rotting Christ. Culturally, they are not much divided. 

 

If we stay with this comparison, it is basically not wrong to classify Stormcast as atmospheric Black Metal. On the 

other hand, it is still far away from catering for their sound. 

"Frame Of Mind" is a constant game of different genres that makes an exact classification almost impossible. It 

already starts with the growling of singer Mike, that one surely could put into Black Metal, but which in my opinion 

also fits well within Death Metal. 

 

Then again, a song like "Wishful Bliss" I would esteem as riff-oriented Gothic Metal, whereas "New World Order" 

rises to a really orchestral song and thus offers another new facet. "Of Flesh And Stone" starts as a flawless Gothic 

song, its clean vocals which are used at the beginning fits very well to the music and can definitely be used in a 

higher amount prospectively. But also the tragic ending with numerous samples raises this song to some kind of 

emotional climax.  

 

Essentially I could get on this way with every single song, but with this I would go far beyond the scope. In short: 

Stormcast try to not sound equal at any moment of the album, and I have to concede that they managed it with full 

satisfaction. 

 

Conclusion: 

Enormously diverse, nevertheless cut to the chase, always melodic and atmospheric and, last but not least, provided 

with a powerful and huge sound. I rarely can say something like this about a debut album! One hopes to see these 

ambitious Cypriots in our region soon. 

 

Rating 8/10 

 

Recommendations: New World Order, Of Flesh And Stone, Withdrawn 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/stormcastband 
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Lineup: 

 

Mike Angastiniotis - Vocals, Guitar 

George Masouras - Guitar 

Mark McDonald - Keyboard, Samples 

Andreas Spyrou - Bass 

Andrew Laghos - Drums 

 

Tracklist: 

 

01. The Executioner 

02. Wishful Bliss 

03. New World Order 

04. Of Flesh And Stone 

05. Withdrawn 

06. In Enthropy 

07. Immune 

08. Dysthymia 
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